
 

Morro Bay Farmer's Market Bag 
This fun, functional market bag is sturdier than the old-school string bag and has a 
fun, lacy texture. The Crossed Treble Crochet stitch is the intermediate-level part, 
but once you've got that down this pattern is easy! 
 

Overview: 

Skill level: Intermediate 
 
Yarn used: Loops & Threads Cotton Colors yarn in 
Sherbet 1 ½ balls (each ball is 394yd, 7oz / 360m, 
200g / weight: medium/4) 
 
Hook: D / 3 - 3.25mm 
 
Abbreviations, stitches, & techniques used: 

● st / sts = stitch / stitches 
● rep = repeat 
● rnd = round 
● sk = skip 
● sl = slip stitch 
● Magic circle (optional) 
● YO = Yarn Over 
● CH = chain 
● SC = single crochet 
● DC = double crochet (US) 
● HDC = half double crochet (US) 
● XT = Crossed treble crochet (instructions below) 
● EXT = Extended crossed treble crochet (instructions below) 

 
● Join:  

○ For SC and HDC rows, join with sl and then for SC, draw up a loop; for 
HDC ch 2 (or ch 3 if 2 looks short) 

○ For XT rows, join each rnd with sl, then pull up a loop to start next stitch. 
See Crossed Treble Stitch: Starting a row, below. 

 

 
 

https://www.michaels.com/on/demandware.store/Sites-MichaelsUS-Site/default/Product-Variation?pid=M20001756&dwvar_M20001756_color=Sherbet
https://www.michaels.com/on/demandware.store/Sites-MichaelsUS-Site/default/Product-Variation?pid=M20001756&dwvar_M20001756_color=Sherbet


 

 

Crossed Treble Crochet Stitch: 

Starting a row for an XT stitch: Beginner crocheters can just ch 3 for this step, but I 
prefer this approach: 
 

1. After you join the previous row with a sl, in the same space as the sl, pull up a 
loop to make 1 SC. 

 
 

2. YO, and if working into normal stitches, skip 2 (insert hook into 3rd hole after 
the one where your SC is). If working into XT stitch, look for the "O" between 
the X below your stitch, and the next one (top middle "O" in image below), and 
insert hook into that. 

 
3. DC into that hole (pull up a loop, YO and pull through 2 threads on hook, YO 

again and pull through remaining 2 threads). 

 
 



 

 
2nd piece of DC before you pull through last 2 loops: 

 
4. CH 2. The 2nd chain loop is the top-right of your starting X (and this chain loop 

is where you will later sl when you end this row).  

 
5. CH 2 more (4 ch total) to make top of X 

 
 



 

 
6. Complete final leg of X, see as in Treble Crochet step 4-5 below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Crossed Treble Crochet stitch:  

1. YO twice, insert hook into same hole as previous st, draw up a loop (4 loops on 
hook), and pull through 2 loops on hook to make an SC (hook now has 3 loops 
on it) 

 

 

 
 



 

 
2. YO again (4 loops now on hook). Sk 2 sts (or look for "O" just like you did for the 

stitch starting the row), and insert hook into that hole. Draw up a loop and 
*pull yarn through 2 loops* (4 loops on hook). Repeat from * 3 times, so you 
have 1 loop left on the hook. You now have both "feet" of your X, and the 
top-right arm. Looks like an upside down Y with a short tail at the top. 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 
3. CH 2 to make top of X. Stitch now looks like an upside down Y with an extra 

long tail at the top. 

 
 



 

 
4. YO once. Look for a small triangle or A shape at the place where the two legs 

of your upside-down Y join (the 'crotch' of your Y, if you will), one thread is part 
of the bottom right leg and the other thread is part of the bottom left leg. 
Insert your hook from right to left into the 2 threads (front threads only). On 
the next step you will be doing a DC into these two threads to pinch them 
together and make the bottom of the little triangle disappear, so your XT 
stitch will have 2 legs that are separate/distinct. 

 
5. DC (pull up a loop and work off 2 loops, then 2 more). This makes the top-left 

leg. You now have a complete XT. It should be shaped like an X with a CH-2 
across the 2 top legs. Your next XT stitch will start in the same hole that the 
bottom left leg on your previous XT stitch went into. 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 
Increase Crossed Treble Crochet stitch (increase by 1 XT):  

1. Look for the hole that the left-bottom leg of your last XT went into. This is 
where you will be working your whole XT stitch (both "feet" of the XT will be 
here, and the first foot of your next XT). 

 
2. YO like you are starting a normal XT, and stitch first SC/leg into the hole 

mentioned above.  
3. YO again like normal for the next leg, but then insert hook into the same hole 

as in step 2,, pull up a loop, and work off loops on hook, 2 stitches at a time, to 
finish first part of stitch. You have your upside down Y like before, but it looks 

 
 



 

more like an I because both its legs are squished into the same stitch/hole at 
the bottom. 

4. CH 2 like normal. 
5. YO like normal and look for your little A / joining of the 2 legs of your upside 

down Y. It's a bit harder to see because the legs are together. Work the DC 
part of the stitch into the little A like normal. 

6. Your increase is done! It should look like a normal/upright Y, really it is an X 
with the bottom two legs squished together and the top legs outstretched as 
usual. You will start your next normal XT stitch in the same hole where you 
made your increase. 

 
Extended Crossed Treble Crochet stitch (EXT):  
Work this the same as an XT stitch but with extra yarn-overs for longer "legs." 

1. YO 4 times, insert hook into same hole as previous st, draw up a loop (6 loops 
on hook), and pull yarn through 2 loops on hook 2x to make a DC (hook now 
has 4 loops on it) 

2. YO 2 times (6 loops on hook again) and insert hook into location for 
lower-left-hand foot of X. Draw up a loop (7 loops on hook). 

3. Draw through 2 loops on hook twice to make a DC, this is the bottom left leg 
of the X. 

4. Draw through 2 loops four more times to make top-right arm of X. You now 
have a "bigger" upside-down Y, like with your original XT stitch. 

5. Ch 2 to make top of X 
6. YO twice. Insert hook into "A" shape at crotch of 2 legs of X just like you did for 

the XT stitch, and draw up a loop (4 loops on hook).  
7. Draw through 2 loops on hook, three times, to work off stitches. Your EXT 

stitch is complete. 
To start a new row with an EXT: 

1. ch 3, YO 2x, insert hook for left-hand foot, pull up a loop, and work off 2 loops 
at a time. Do too of EXT and left-hand arm as for a normal EXT above. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 



 

Pattern: 

1. Start with a magic circle (beginners can ch 4 and join with sl) and SC 6 into 
the space in the middle. Join. (6 SC sts) 

2. *HDC in first st and then 2 HDC in the next 2 sts.* Rep around. Join. (10 HDC 
sts) 

3. 2 HDC in each st. Join. (20) 
4. *1 HDC, 2 HDC in next stitch,* rep around. Join. (30) 
5. *2 HDC in first stitch, HDC in next 2 STS,* rep around. Join. (40) 
6. *HDC in first 3 sts, 2 HDC in next st,* rep around. Join. (50) 
7. *2 HDC in first st, HDC in next 4 sts,* rep around. Join (60) 
8. *HDC in first 5 st, 2 HDC in next st,* rep around (70) 
9. *2 HDC in first st, HDC in next 6 sts,* rep around. Join. (80) 
10. *HDC in first 7 sts, 2 HDC in next st,* rep around. Join. (90) 
11. *2 HDC in first stitch, HDC in next 8 sts,* rep around. Join. (100) 
12. *HDC in first 9 sts, 2 HDC in next st,* rep around. Join. (110) 
13. *2 HDC in first st, HDC in next 10 sts,* rep around. Join (120) 
14. For first XT of this row, see Crossed Treble Crochet: Starting a row, above. *XT 5 

stitches, then do 1 XT increase,* rep around (48 XT) 
15. Repeat for next 6 rows 7 total rows of 48 XT each) 
16. Do 4 rows of EXT stitches (see Extended Crossed Treble Crochet, above) (4 

rows of 48 EXT each). 
17. After last EXT stitch, draw up a loop and do single crochet along the rim. For 

each EXT I did 1 SC stitch in the top right corner hole, one SC into the top of 
the right-hand arm itself, one SC in the ch2, one SCin the top-left corner hole 
(4 total SC per stitch, total 192 stitches). NOTE: for a tighter top, do only 3 SC 
per X instead (one in each corner and one on the ch2). 

18. Repeat 3 more times for 4 total rows of SC. Fasten off. 
 

19. For straps: There will be 2 straps, each extending down along bag at either 
end (four total strap-ends). Count SC (or just fold bag) to find each 1/4 corner 
of bag. Decide if you want straps at each corner, going straight down, or 
straps just at halfway point, going down on a diagonal (photo used diagonal).  

20. Use stitch markers to trace a line down your EXT and XT stitches for where the 
INNER edge of each strap will go. I put mine in a pattern corner to corner on 
one X, then along the side legs of the X below. Then corner to corner again, 
etc.: 

 
 



 

  
(Other side of strap would be a mirror image of this line) 

21. Create an SL on thread. Starting at the bottom of your right-hand strap, about 
5 rows below the top edge of your bag-bottom, insert hook into stitch in the 
direction from the inner toward the outer edge of the strap (direction of arrow 
in image of completed strap. First row is orange in this image)

 

 
 



 

22. Draw up a loop and SC into each existing bag-bottom SC stitch, going up. 
23. SC along stitch markers: in an XT, do 1 SC in each bottom leg and 2 SC in each 

top leg. In an EXT, do 2 SC in each bottom leg and 3 SC in each top leg. 
24. Once you reach top rows of bag (the rim of SCs above EXTs), work your new 

SCs for strap into rim SCs, going up. At edge of bag, chain 60 for smaller size 
straps that can hang off forearm (as in photo) or ch 120+ to be able to hang 
bag off shoulder.  

25. To start downward half of first 
strap, make sure chain is flat and 
hasn't twisted on itself. Now SC 
into rim of SCs downward. For 
diagonal straps as pictured, leave 
1 stitch space between strap first 
row going up, and same row 
going down. Check for size/fit of 
straps.  

26. When you reach bottom of bag, 
SC into bag-bottom SCs as you 
did when starting this strap. At 
5th stitch, pull up a loop and 
rotate. 

27. For second row of strap, you will 
SC into bag on OUTside edge of 
strap:  Do this only into SCs (so, at 
bag-bottom at both ends and at 
bag-rim on both sides). For this 
row, do not stitch into X stitches 
at all, just SC into prior strap row. 
continue When you reach 
starting point, pull up a loop and 
turn again. 

28. For 3rd row, again SC into 
bag-bottom, going up. This time 
for each 5th stitch, SC around the 
closest X-leg you can find, to 
anchor the strap to that leg. SC 
into bag rim again. And going down again for every 5th stitch, SC around an X 
leg and then SC into bag bottom. 

29. For 4th row of strap, repeat 2nd row (no anchoring except in SCs at 
bag-bottom and rim). For 5th row, repeat 3rd row (anchor at bag bottom and 
bag rim, also anchor every 5th stitch over Xes into an X leg). Fasten off. 

30. Repeat with other strap. 
 

 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


